The assembly of one-dimensional nanostructures into well-aligned and highly ordered arrays is a key step for practical applications. Electrospinning is a simple, generic method that uses a strong electric field to draw a solution into long, uniform fibers. But the conventional setup can only collect randomly oriented nanofibers as nonwoven mats.
As-spun fibers are highly charged before they contact the collector. 
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A new spin on nanofibers NANOTECHNOLOGY
A group at Freie Universität Berlin, Germany and CEMES-CNRS in Toulouse, France has used lowtemperature scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) to vary the vertical separation between a molecular wire and an atomic-scale metallic contacting electrode (nanopad) and quantitatively control their electronic interaction [Grill et al., Nano Lett. (2005) , doi: 10.1021/nl050197z]. The researchers used a reactive Lander (RL) molecule, which consists of a conductive board with four lateral spacer legs. These legs electronically decouple the wire from the metallic substrate and control the vertical spacing.
At monatomic step edges on Cu(110), the RL's particle adsorption behavior, aided by annealing at 370 K, forms a Cu nanopad, two atoms wide by seven atoms long, underneath the RL molecule and projecting from the step edge. Lateral manipulation of the RL molecule with the STM tip yields several stable conformations with respect to the nanopad. In 'contact conformation', the molecule reaches the lower terrace of the step and its end group is in electronic contact with the end of the nanopad. Three further conformations differ not only in lateral position but also in vertical separation with respect to the nanopad. As height is increased, electronic contact decreases. The next stage is to quantify the current through the wire, from the nanopad electrode to the STM tip, as a function of vertical wire-electrode distance. Such characterization is of interest for molecular electronics, where the quality of a network of molecular devices is determined by the contacts. 
